


Hey!
Awesome that you like our action, approach and vision!

This little booklet is meant to give you a clear overview
of the abundance it YL. An abundance that at first can
feel confusing, but, trust me, is easy to figure out. The
mysterious jungle quickly turns into a Paradise Garden
full of your favourite fruits and seeds to pick and use!

Our website presents lots of successful initiatives, implemented by children,
youth and grown-ups. This means that kids, youth and grown-ups everywhere
can get involved, support and even replicate them locally and nationally.
Even though some of them are huge! If we can, you can!

The trick is to find the causes that you are super passionate about, check
on how we solve them, and turn your passion into action, by using the steps
that we recommend. Or by adapting them as you see fit.

Our website offers an abundance of model solutions. And an abundance
of "Media" to inspire people, make positive change part of daily life at school,
organize monthly alternating exhibits, uplifting events, even a musical...
enabling favourite activities for everyone, many ages, user groups and
audiences, and most of them are very simple!

We combine these with simple "Methods" that make the spirit of change
omni-present in class, school, offices, public space - wherever you operate,
... because (only) by inspiring lots and lots of people on a daily basis can
we nurture the shared vision for a wonderful better world in a majority, and
the momentum for people to get involved on bigger scale.

At school, these simple methods enable our entire generation to grow up
with it over years. The impact has to be huge!

"80% of human behaviour is shaped by role models, much of it subcons
ciously." Copy-paste. Remember the Paris Hilton clone phenomenon? Now,
what if we fill our days with humanity's ultimate hero role models and
solutions? Wow. You can do that, now!

And to keep your community on sacred fire year-round, with surprise and
the unusual, you can mix in our "Services": "live" experiences with speakers,
webcasts, and a global student club community designed as an adventure
reality game. This is the end of boring!



You find these Media, Methods and Services as main menu items on our
website. This is how we structure our abundance of offers and activities.
We also align them with United Nations Theme Days of the month.

Imagine YL as a huge, global community of action united by a main stream
of activities attuned to monthly UN Days, enabling a big com-munity
experience, but you can stroll off this main stream at any time, take action
on any causes in YL at any time, and others you care for.

An essential component of the power in YL is the visual sharing of actions
in our social media streams. This is how your example, and you yourself,
become precious part of our common universe of inspiration, role models,
and movement. So please share it all with us!

We are all part of this powerful changemaking kaleidoscope, with YL hero/ines
as "guiding stars". Please take the term hero/ine lightly. They are all ordinary
youth. The term hero/ines appeared when we started designing the reality
game features for the YL student club community. Students that had joined
a YL lifestyle challenge asked us whether we had a fun credit system, to
add a sense of challenge of fun competition for their friends at school.

I was wary at first about "competition", but as gamers take this very lightly,
I decided to create an adventure reality game version of changing the world,
for real - with credits of real life value. In fact, the approach has many positive
side effects on self-reflection, self-development, a new quality brand of youth
leadership, and real world CVs! So, for kids and youth determined to make
changemaking their lifestyle, sport and life purpose, Change Generation
Rising is the way to go. For grown-ups we have YL Chapters.

A final word about hero/ines. YOU know what it takes to be different, to stick
one's head out or say no to hurtful behaviors widespread today. From your
own experience, and the quests that our hero/ines have taken on, you can
tell that it truly takes "hero" qualities to take action. Thus, all our work aims
at awakening, nurturing and equipping the Inner Hero/ine in everybody.

Dear Hero/ine, we would be thrilled to have you among us, and unfold your
wings to the fullest. Small or big, at home or abroad, once or forever, YL
offers you a quiver full of sacred magic arrows to shape history. What is this
lifetime about but to overcome the Dark Age of Unsustainability?

We are rising for the Liberation of Paradise. Are you joining?

Getting started is easy.



Discover the Power of Youth Leadership! Get to know
the scope of your new tools and support network.

Explore the WELCOME section at www.youth-leader.org, and view the
Spark Pack videos. They introduce you to the sensational new phenoma
of our time - ordinary youth and grown-ups evoking amazing positive changes.
Changes that we can replicate everywhere, if we just set our minds to it.

Browse the PROFILES in the  HERO GALLERY on the Change Generation
Rising website at www.cgrising.com for lively impressions of our activities,
and the community that we invite you to join.

Browse the list of actions in the ACTION PACKS, with proposed easy and
advanced actions for every hero/ine featured on our website. This is a
precious document for you. Get details in the Action Packs! We have many
more in stock, and will add them step by step.

Now, you have a feeling of the powerful movement and historic era emerging
on Earth. A world that you can join, with all its bliss and lifelong benefits for
your personal, idealist and professional paths. You also have a first taste
of avourite causes and activities to start with!

Browse our Media, Methods and Services sections for a general idea of
your new power tools. Take a good look at "How YL Evolves at School".

Now, you have a good idea of your new, and quite amazing, opportunities
- for making something incredible of your years at school
- for enabling young people to grow up as changemakers
- for empowering our young generation on grand scale
- for evolving learning culture in our schools
... for creating a global, peaceful, just, thriving and sustainable civilization
... in our lifetime!

If you prefer a guided online tour, take the SPARK TOUR, with all of the
above, comments and brief feedback forms for reflection. It is our official
training for YL Chapter members. Get your favourite drink, snacks and enjoy
a YL workshop in the comfort of your home. We grant you to play the couch
potato for this - you have a lifetime of action ahead of you!





1. Learn Lulu's magic + organize a fundraiser!
- Multiply the impact of a fundraiser.
- Tricks for a fun Philanthro-Party
- Select your fav' YL hero/ine or Field Partner

2. Join our social media
Contribute to online campaigns
Share good stuff in your timeline
Join YL Hero social media also

3. Spread Change Generation music
Listen, feel it, share the videos
Download a digital Earth Guardians cd
Use in music class, make a gift to a school/library

4. Make the Pacha Pajamas musical a gift
- to a child
- an elementary/middle school
- a library

5. Organize a YL Poster Exhibit
- at your school / office / workplace / event
Download and print our poster set. It is available in 19
languages. You can add videos, music, a presentation, a
fundraiser for your favourite cause!

6. Inspire your family (kids / parents / brothers / sisters)
- to do the same
- will you combine it with a challenge, as Lulu uses to?



7. Introduce YL to a school near you
- print and hand the YL flyer to the secretary, saying
"This is on behalf of a global educational program
acknowledged by UNESCO as Official Project of the United
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development.
Please pass this to the principal and teachers with a focus on
environment, social justice, global learning, service learning
or sustainability."
Act like a boss: Add a printed poster set, or cardgames.

8. Organize a Spark Session (our 90+ min intro workshop)
- at your school / organization / workplace / event
This requires first taking the Spark Tour (online training), and
studying the Spark Session materials. It's fun!

9. Introduce YL to a philanthropic club
- drop us an email to get us involved, and for the letters
- send pertaining YL flyers by email or printed to the club
- invite them to sponsor 100 cardgames for 100 classrooms,
or School / Library Packs
- can you do the distribution? Add a flyer to each deck. 100
games can be 10 to 20 schools, and some libraries, directly
reaching 3,000 students, many more by their follow-up activities.
- the local school board may get involved

10. Sponsor a YL School / Library Pack
- Equip an institution with a full set of youth leadership media:
cardgames, books, music, musical, teaching tools.



You can help us in many ways.

By sponsoring YL Media packages for schools, in your
region, or ours, with our personal support.

By sponsoring schools with a YL program.

By supporting our core team and members through
contributions to our YL Fund.

With in-kind support, especially printing, distribution,
media partnerships and promotion.

We can also create tailored collaborations aligned with
your priority themes, regions, campaigns etc.

At this stage, our priority is to get our stories out to our
young generation at school around the globe, especially
in our members' home regions, where we can offer
exciting personal encounters.

Our bestseller is 100 card games for 100 classrooms.
They make youth leadership omni-present in class,
inspire teachers and students to use our teaching tools,
mobilize their school, found YL student clubs, and
organize a year-round stream of activities.

But all your contributions are precious.





Organize a Spark Session
To us, this is the ultimate introduction to Youth Leadership. It is a
powerful session, using our most inspirational videos, involving all
students in research and presentation, forming groups on favourite
causes, and formulating mission statements. This 90-180 minute
session creates shared passion among students,  a bond, and a solid
commitment to action. Concrete results include
- an entire class with good knowledge of young changemakers, model
solutions for positive change, and experienced in presentations
- a group of inspired students, ready to spread the message
- a 30 to 50 piece poster exhibit in class, fit for use in public
- that you can keep as Hero/ines of the Month mini-Exhibit
- potentially a YL Student Club, organizing presentations, webcasts...

Use our stories in class
whenever treating global issues. They add the solutions, role models,
and can-do feeling that are so important for our generation. You find
them as posters, videos, articles and related links under MEDIA at
www.youth-leader.org, and in hero PROFILES at www.cgrising.com.

Organize "live" meetings
with a YL Speaker, onsite or via skype, with optional exciting activities!

Use them in various subjects and units
We have a list with recommendations for units and subjects. The high
intrinsic motivation makes them a unique resource for foreign language
learning, from research to audio-visual comprehension and presentations.

Make use of special occasions
Use our stories for units, topics and countries. A fantastic opportunity
are theme days like United Nations International Days! We align our
calendar of activities and webcasts with UN Days.



Make it multi-modal, memorable + make it last
Use our videos and poster sets. The changemakers' authentic videos
are incredibly inspirational. This is how the mind learns best. The next
important factor is long-term presence. Use our posters as teaching
tools, and as exhibits: Use our Theme Poster Sets (Youth, Girls &
Women, Peace, ...), and keep a Hero/ines of the Month mini-Exhibit
in class, aligned with UN Days. It's one of our methods and services.

Weave Role Models into everything
There is good reason why young hero/ines receive so much attention
by media, events, schools and awards. This is even more important:
"80% of human behavior is shaped by role models, much of it subcons
ciously", copy-paste. Make hero/ines omni-present. Please. Please.

This is new. Keep this in mind
All our stories have links to follow-up action by inspired students. Have
a look at our list of Action Tips by hero story, from easy to historic
(under MEDIA at www.youth-leader.org). This action can take remarkable
proportions. Imagine your students realizing initiatives like we have.
YL enables them to do so 100-fold. Spend some time exploring "How
YL Unfolds at School" under METHODS at www.youth-leader.org. The
steps are simple, the dimension reached depends on local potentials,.

Encourage inspired students. They are partners!
You have some natural changemakers in class! Once you use our
stories, you will quickly find out who they are. They will love to make
youth leadership part of life at school - with the mini-Exhibit, presenta
tions, and as a YL Student Club. Their passion and evolving skills will
make them one-of-a-kind assistant teachers for you and your collagues,
for years to come, and the finest imaginable role models for their peers.
Build on this from the start! This is your most important asset!

How do I get help and support?
Our website and FAQ explain a lot. Our YL Spark Tour (under Services)
is a 90-minute self-guided online introduction to youth leadership and
our offers. Join our newsletter and social media for latest news on
activities. We are also available in person - via email and skype!



Think of your favourite causes.

Explore YL Hero/ines

- starting with our List of Actions
... for hero/ines' Action Packs, under "Media"

- by browsing Hero Profiles
... in the gallery at www.cgrising.com

- by browsing our Field Partners
... at www.youth-leader.org, under "Services"

Now, you will have found favourite causes, also new
ones, some favourite Hero/ines, and activities that you
like to do.

It's clear that some causes and actions feel a bit far
off. That's because the bulk of our work is probably for
age 12 and up. But find yours! There's plenty, and we
know that some of you can do as kids what we are
doing as teens! Follow your passion. Life is a game!



1. Take Action for a favourite cause
- select the activit(ies) of your choice
- implement them
- share vivid photos with us, if you like. It is a beautiful
inspiration to all of us

2. Connect with our global family
- Join our newsletter, facebook etc.
- Share vivid photos of your activities with us

3. Introduce YL to your friends and school
- by using Basic Actions described in the first part of
this booklet

... and if you like to take action for our Earth and her
people, year-round ...

4. Found a YL Club
- a student club / after school club or other



Think of your favourite causes.

But find more!

The time of focussing on one thing is over. Today, Earth,
all creatures and humanity need us to be knowledgible,
skilled and active on dozens of issues. We are losing
150 species, every day. 50,000 per year. 1 million by
the time we have kids. And we only know of 9 million!
The future of all species depends on the people that
are alive, right now! Shifting preceding generations'
trend from Oblivion to Utopia depends on our generation.
In this lifetime. The solutions exist. If we want, it's easy.

Many issues require only a few robust tweaks, that take
only short time until complete, or leave time for all
activities at the same time. And each is awesome.

In the past, youth and student clubs used to focus on
a single cause. Often for lack of information, solutions,
tools and advice. YL changes everything.

YL offers you countless causes, solutions, tools and
real changemakers to connect with for inspiration, tips,
support and celebration.

YL Media, Methods and Services give you unpreceden
ted leverage for visibility at school, connecting with



subjects, mobilizing and involving the school community,
media and public. YL Student Clubs naturally take
action on lots of issues, with a wide scope of activities
- from fundraisers and parties, to online campaigns,
field trips and public speaking. This huge scope of
causes and actions means that you can attract and
involve loads more people and talents than topic-
focussed clubs. Your members may very well specialize
on favourite causes and actions, but they will feel part
of a huge family, and naturally lend support to the other
causes and initiatives, as well! And that is new!

1. Take Basic Actions. They are your magic wands.

2. Explore YL Hero/ines.
- check the List of Actions (Action Packs, under "Media")
- browse Hero Profiles (gallery at www.cgrising.com)
- browsing Field Partners (under "Services")
Now choose your causes and actions. Think which YL
Media, Methods and Services can maximize impact.

3. Go for it. Rock it to the max!
- always vividly document things for (y)our social media,
for local media and your school
- share with us & the hero/ines! Celebration is a must!

if you love it, and want the planet and future to be good,

4. Register as a student club friend, a formal YL Student
Club, or even as YL Warrior and Clan (of the Change
Generation Rising reality game at www.cgrising.com).



Check Getting Started as Youth for our views on the
awesome super powers of YL Student Clubs.

Explore hero/ines, favourite causes, YL media, methods
and services, and get rolling.

Basic Actions are your natural lifestyle and magic wand
to expand your reach through the city and region.

Do Exhibits, Spark Sessions, Hero/ines of the Month
Exhibits, and Social Experiments to become omni-
present in all classrooms, grow your membership and
cultivate a changemaking climate at school.

Take Action. Always aim at the max, but check well for
your personal gut feeling and readiness. Act with passion
and wisdom. Constantly upgrade your skills.

Connect with our global community. Immerse yourself
in youth leadership spirit and global action and grand
vision with our music and social media streams on a
daily basis.

Join and organize "live" skype meetings and webcasts.

Register as a friendly student club, a YL Student Club,
or a YL Warrior Clan. Consider going for the max!





Your strength lies in a loving team, that sees each other
every day of the year, even on week-ends, has ties to
school, friends and families, colleagues, is mobile,
enjoys group activities and festivities, has tons of time
for musings. You are also pro's on fun things for kids!

1. Explore YL Hero/ines together! Organize a Spark
Session at home: Print the poster set, each of you
researches 5 hero/ines (story, video, website), presents
to the family. Select your favourites, plan actions.

1. Organize Philanthro-Parties / Fundraisers involving
your social relations, to support a YL Field Partner, like
Babar Ali, Hassan, Neha, Taita Querubin, Usha...

2. Organize family actions, like river clean-ups.

3. Organize child-oriented activities, like Wyatt, Coral,
Chloe, Julia & Emma, Alex and Lucy (Do it Duo), Jen.

4. Reach into your children's school(s), by connecting
with favourite teachers for Spark Sessions, exhibits and
student clubs activities. Parents are of great help.

5. Organize Field Trips that require transportation and
support, like with Avalon's Mystery Day-Out.

6. Reach into your workplace - with kids as presenters,
thereby linking to involving everyone's kids.



Your strength lies in numbers, financial resources,
communication skills, relations, and win-win benefits
of positive change activities for community feeling,
leadership and corporate social responsibility.

1. Organize a Fundraiser for a YL Field Partner
- does Lulu have ideas for a magical twist?

2. Use YL Poster Sets for long-term presence
- as exhibits, maybe aligned with UN Days of the Month?
- as coffee table books

3. Adopt nearby schools
- Sponsor 100 Card Games for 100 Classes
- Sponsor YL Media Packs for Schools / Libraries
- Offer support for student clubs
- Can you offer interesting workshops or field trips?

4. Use your newsletters to spread the call and news

5. Share your efforts and shining smiles with the media

6. Check our Donors / Sponsors support options

Talk to us about your ideas. There is a lot that we can
do together for your city and beyond.



You should definitely take the guided online tour, to
make sure that you get to know our entire exciting
realm of solutions, media and methods of mobilization.

Tell our hero/ines' stories. Change the image of youth.

Especially around United Nations Theme Days. Every
month has at least three prominent UN theme days.

Focus on success stories and people-powered model
solutions fit for replication (beyond boring crisis issues).

Weave the story around the hero/ines. "80% of human
behavior is shaped by role models, subconsciously."

Always end with concrete action opportunities. Inspire
your readership's support with our Field Partners.

Build links to use in education, inspiring teachers,
parents and youth, for potential action on grand scale.

Link to our website and resources,  youth, from media
and teaching tools to contributions and actions.

Aim at mobilizing reader interaction - to take action /
submit local / national hero/ines to your medium + YL.

Train yourself in positive change media culture / solutions
journalism, and spread seminars in your region.

Let's form a partnership. Let's hear your ideas and talk.



Partner with us

- for the YL Card Game, in up to 19 languages

- for the YL Book

- for YL Apps

Connect your own publication on global issues,
youth, society, the future etc with our YL Hero/ines
... to inspire, uplift, empower and equip your audience

Include YL Hero/ines in educational textbooks
... in up to 19 languages
... with action-orientation

Let's talk.



TIMES ARE GETTING INTENSE.
Right? Some big dams are breaking. The old inherited societal systems of
oppression and exploitation that we never really appreciated are finally self-
destructing. We sat idle and dumb for millenia, so now we have to deal with
it, quickly, learn to be awesome, and act. You see that we can. Consider
this global pressure as a moment firing all of us up to live our full truth,
genius, love, hero and angel and potentials, in action. It's meant to be!

THE SOLUTIONS EXIST BY THE THOUSANDS.
Also the solutions movements that we are affiliated with are rapidly thriving
- except that the dysfunctional media are not showing it, nor do these
massive solutions show up on ordinary facebook streams. But you have
access to much from the heart and tidal wave of the changemaking move
ments, now.

YOU HAVE SEEN AND FELT
some of it in the Spark Videos in our welcome section. There is an incredible
beautiful lot coming! We cannot keep up with making it all visible. Therefore
- jump on the train now! Connect with our social media. What is more impor-
tant - you can instantly enable people to access this bright new world, with
all its benefits of social relations, inner wealth, evolution fo skills and commu-
nity, fixing the broken societies that we have inherited. Please spread YL.

TAKE ACTION!
Share it widely, and keep going, never stop! You will discover countless
opportunities for cascading positive changes as you walk your path.

THESE ACTS & SOLUTIONS
no doubt are the direct path to a life of peace, bliss, and inner and outer
abundance for all. No matter what else happens, no matter how boring the
world is around you, no matter how it shatters and crumbles, do these things,
and you enter this future - NOW.

THE MORE OF US
live these cells of the bright new world, the earlier it will multiply on scale.
You have seen it from our examples. The inspiration is shared universally,
the demand is massive. This is the first time that schools want to teach this!
This new beautiful is coming! And it will appear faster, the most of us get
involved with all their passion. YOU ARE THAT CHANGE. These are exciting
times. Embrace them. Live fully!



When the winds of change are blowing,
some people build walls.

Others build windmills.

Chinese proverb




